
Selection of the right VFD cable ensures an effective 
installation without noise or reliability issues in the control 
system or adjacent systems. However, many well-intended 
installations have been rendered ineffective through 
improper termination of the grounds or shields.

Selecting the Right  
Cable Gland for Your  
VFD Installation

The Case Against 
Conductive Cable Glands
While some recommend conductive 
cable glands as part of a complete 
cable solution, the use of such glands 
is known to cause issues. Conductive 
cable glands ground the shield/grounds 
at each termination and create common 
mode current loops (current noise) that 
can affect machinery. 

For example a VFD cable is run from 
a motor to a drive mounted in an 
enclosure. In the enclosure there 
may be other sensitive equipment 
such as networks, analog signals, 
programmable controllers or DCS  
I/O modules. If the conductive cable 
gland is mounted to the side of the 
enclosure, all the current noise that 
the VFD cable carries will be released 
onto the enclosure backplane.  This 
noise has the potential to disrupt any 
sensitive equipment in the enclosure 
and force noise directly into the 
referenced ground plane, potentially 
disturbing any signals in the enclosure 
that are referenced to ground or not 
effectively isolated from it.

The Key to Effective Termination
The most important role of VFD cable is to conduct the induced noise currents 
directly back to the drive. Using large, high-strand conductors in the cable ground 
system provides the best protection by creating an optimal path for noise current, 
also known as common mode current. 

When the shields or cable ground come in contact with the building ground, 
common mode current loops are created. These loops can release noise currents 
in close proximity to sensitive equipment and create issues with sensitive signals 
and equipment. These termination issues can interfere with sensors, load cells and 
other transducers, as well as analog and digital signals or networks.

In the case of a variable frequency drive, the shield and grounds can be carrying 
currents in the magnitude of amps or 10s of amps. The role of the VFD cable is 
to get that current back to the drive so it cannot interfere with other systems. A 
conductive cable gland can release the magnitude of ground current and turns the 
VFD cable system into the electrical equivalent of a pipe and wire system. Often 
this releases large currents and voltages in close proximity to sensitive circuits and 
devices. This termination method can effectively negate all benefits of the VFD 
cable in mitigating the effects of drive system emissions.

Flexible tinned circuit conductors  
with XLPE Insulation

Black Sunlight- and Oil-Resistant PVC Jacket

One Full-sized Insulated Ground  
(Same AWG as Circuit Conductors)

Overall Duofoil® Shield + 85% TC Braid plus 
full size TC Drain Wire



Selecting an Effective  
Cable Gland
Belden Cables are designed with the most effective path to 
conduct and contain common mode currents all the way 
back to the drive without creating issues. Using a conductive 
cable gland can effectively negate the use of VFD cables 
and make a properly cabled system operate with the same 
potential issues as a pipe-and-wire system.

Belden recommends the use of isolating cable glands instead, with the termination 
of the VFD cable grounds and shield directly at the drive. When isolating glands are 
used for cable ingress to an enclosure, there is no risk that the significant current noise 
and ground currents carried on the cable shields will be released onto the enclosure 
surface and backplane. Risk to sensitive equipment is minimized when these jumping 
off points for noise currents are eliminated. 

Shown here is the Crouse Hinds CGB Series Non-Armored Gland, 
an example of an appropriate gland for terminating VFD cable.
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Belden Offers a Broad VFD Portfolio
• Premium Industrial Grade

• Premium + Signal Pair High Flex

• Machine Grade

• Low Smoke Zero Halogen

For more information, visit https://www.belden.com/products/industrial/cable/vfdhttps://www.belden.com/products/industrial/cable/vfd

Trust Belden for  
Your VFD Needs
When an isolating cable gland is used, 
there is no need to remove the jacket 
from the cable on enclosure ingress 
and no need to wrap the now exposed 
conductors with shielding tape in the 
enclosure. There is also no risk of 
inadvertent ground contact between 
the exposed VFD cable grounds and the 
other signal grounds or shields that may 
be present in the enclosure. Maintaining 
the drive cable shield all the way into 
the drive also ensures that there is no 
EMI release around the other sensitive 
circuits that exist in the control system.

Belden’s premium 100% ground  
and 300% ground VFD cables were 
co-developed with a drive manufacturer, 
then tested and proven reliable in over 
20 years of VFD applications. These 
cables are designed to optimize the 
containment of current noise and 
will perform best when used with 
isolating cable glands. These glands 
are economical and available from a 
variety of manufacturers. Belden further 
recommends that a UL-listed gland be 
used with the appropriate degree of 
hazardous classification and ingress 
protection. Belden Technical support or 
your Belden distributor can help users 
select a suitable product. 

For additional assurance, know that 
Belden VFD cables carry a 10-year 
factory warranty. No other manufacturer 
can match it.
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